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Local Realtor® and former professional athlete Joe Buck scores
big points for his real estate clients despite a global pandemic.
WRITTEN BY LAURA L. WATTS
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FI N DI N G THE RIG HT AG E NT

There are many great realtors out there, but choosing who to work with is the most underestimated step in the process.
Buying a home is often the largest, most important purchase a family can make. You deserve to be represented by
someone who is adept at navigating all the intricacies of negotiations, transaction details, directing a successful path
to closing and of course, identifying the right property for what suits your wants & needs. Working with a full-time
local expert who will walk you hand-in-hand through the process can make all the difference in the world. As top
priority, my f iduciary duty is to put your interests (f inancial and otherwise) above everyone else’s (including my own).

TESTIMONIALS

CIN DY Y.

SHEL L EY L .

Joe blew us away. He helped us

JA RRED H.

You will not find an agent more

Working with Joe was great! He

buy our dream home in one try,

dedicated or responsive to their

helped us find and close our new

beating out 10 other offers, but

clients than Joe Buck. Joe is a local,

home in Redondo Beach and his

with by using logic and reason.

like us, and was there to bat for us

expertise and experience in the area

He sold our current home after

every step of the way in scoring a

was unbelievable. He was extremely

four days of listing, with 10 offers

deal on our new home in Hermosa

careful in understanding what we

in hand as well. We had very

Beach. Before, during and after

really want and warned us several

particular needs and criteria for

our purchase, Joe proved to be

times about different aspects we

our next home, and had been

straightforward, honest, reliable,

could have never imagined. Even

trying for a long time to find the

knowledgeable,

when we were interested in a

right fit, but we found it after

tirelessly proactive. If you’re looking

property, he gave us heads up on

2-3 rounds of showings with Joe.

for a home in the South Bay, you’ll

other details, which we now seem

He really listened to what we

never regret making a call to Joe

to understand by living in the

Buck!! Thanks again.”

neighborhood. He’s a great realtor

wanted, and delivered on what
we needed. He is the best realtor
we have worked with. The whole
process was extremely smooth.
We can’t say enough good things
or thank him enough. He is a real
pro!!!!

@therealtorjoebuck

attentive

and

and now a good friend.”

AB O UT JO E
A second generation native of the South Bay, Joe

circumstances and develop immediate rapport with

Buck is as familiar with the local area as any agent

people f rom all walks of life. His work ethic, tenacity,

you will f ind. Born and raised in Redondo Beach, he

and attentiveness to detail as an athlete are suref ire

spent his youth exploring the beach communities

traits for success in the real estate industry and will

and embracing the sun-loving, warm-welcoming

undoubtedly prove to be paramount during the

Southern California lifestyle. After graduating f rom

home buying process.

RUHS he went on to the University of Southern
California where he played Div. 1 basketball and

Joe has been involved in real estate since 2009 when

earned his B.A. in psychology with a minor in business.

he acquired his f irst income property. Leveraging
the success of that venture paved the way for future

Joe

continued

playing

basketball

professionally

investments and provided a wealth of knowledge and

abroad after college for over 10 years and retired f rom

experience in the industry. As a licensed Broker, he is

the sport in Spring 2015 to pursue his career in real

excited to share his expertise with the public whether

estate full-time. Living and playing around the world

it be home shopping, investment hunting, or selling.

has enhanced his ability to adapt quickly to variable

PRICING YOUR PROPERTY
Intelligent pricing is among the most crucial determinants
of a successful sale. By considering both timing and value,
I’m able to strategically assess your home and price it for
maximum impact.

80%

7 DAYS

9%

The percentage of buyers

The period of time during

The average percentage

who purchase their home

which your home receives

below market value that

at its fair market value

peak attention once it’s

homes sell for after 24+

been listed

weeks on the market

@therealtorjoebuck

YOUR MARKETING TIMELINE
Working with our in-house marketing and advertising agency,
I will target the right audience across the most effective channels —
all to elevate the style and story of your home.

01

04

08

PRE - M A R K E T &
COMI N G S O O N

FLO O RPL A N

PRINT CA MPAI GN

Traditional Floorplan

Postcards

Virtual Walkthrough (3-D

Brochures

Matterport)

Print Advertising

Coming Soon Sign
FB / Media Groups
E-Networking

Public Relations

Broker Groups
Compass Exclusive
Workplace

05
L ISTING L AU NCH

02
STAG I N G

Compass.com
MLS
Syndication

Accent Pieces

09
DIG ITA L CA MPAI GN

Paid Social Media Ads
Feature on Compass
Web Browse Ads

06

(Google Ad)

Int/Ext S pruce-Up

SIG NAG E
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03

For Sale Sign Open

Furnishings Virtual
staging Landscaping

House Sign

IM AG E RY

Daytime Photography
Twilight Photography

EVENTS

Brokers’ Open House

07
EMA IL CA MPA IG N

Open House Special
Events Scheduled
Showings

Aerial Footage Lifestyle
Video Open House
Video

Property
Announcement Open
House Invitations
Company-Wide Email
Video Email
Database Email
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PRE-MARKETING YOUR HOME
Drive buyer interest and buzz with Compass Coming Soon,
which affords prospective buyers a glimpse of your home
before it ofﬁcially comes on the market.

E ARLY TO LIST
M E ANS E ARLY TO S E L L

G E T TWICE
T H E EXP O SU RE

G ET FEEDBACK,
FA ST

Listing your property ﬁrst on

Coming Soon creates two

Testing the market with

Compass Coming Soon can

separate opportunities

Coming Soon helps your

build

to launch your property:

listing to perform even

potential buyers, drive up its

First

better, once it opens to

value, and shorten the sales

and then later when the

the

timeline.

listing goes live on the

invaluable

MLS and aggregate sites.

pricing,

anticipation

among

on

Compass.com,

public.

photos,

positioning.
@therealtorjoebuck

You’ll
insights

gain
on
and

STAGING
When prospective buyers evaluate a home, they seek a
space that they can make their own. A few simple shifts
can dramatically impact your listing’s perceived appeal.

B E FORE

A F TER

PHOTOGRAPHY
Proponents of powerful imagery,
Compass invests in visuals
editors, creative producers, and
the industry’s most respected
photographers to capture your
home’s ﬁnest selling points.
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NETWORKING
CAPABILITIES
Aided by state-of-the-art Compass
technology, I’m strategically
connected to the market’s entire
brokerage community.

U NPRECED E N T E D
REACH
Using the Network tool, I can analyze
your property across 350+ parameters to
determine similar sold listings, identify the
right brokers, and correspond with ideal
prospective buyers through a series of
email campaigns and targeted outreach.

INNOVATIVE
SIGNAGE
Illuminating and interactive, our reimagined real
estate sign engages prospective buyers and surfaces
the most resonant information regarding your listing.

Motion and proximity sensors prompt a soft glow
when activated to provide listing details with better

AGE NT
NAME

visibility.
In-range Compass app users will receive a push
notiﬁcation with your listing details; non- users can
simply scan the QR code to ﬁnd out more.
Thanks to a partnership with Waze, your home could
be featured as a desirable property for sale when
Waze users are in range.

@therealtorjoebuck

OPEN HOUSE
EVENTS
There’s no better way for buyers to experience a
home’s merits than in person. Our seamless, wellconceived open houses invite them to truly connect
with the space.

45%
The percentage of buyers who attend open
houses over the course of their search process

PRINT MATERIALS
Every single Compass
marketing piece — f rom
multipage brochures
to custom mailers to
open house handouts —
creates a cohesive story
around your property
and elevates it to luxury
status.

FORMATS
Postcards Notecards
Bi-folds
Mailing Brochures Tri-folds
Gate-folds
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DIGITAL PRESENCE
At the foref ront of modern marketing, Compass takes
a multi-pronged approach to the digital promotion of
your property.

1 . 9 M+
Average monthly page views
on Compass.com, where your
property’s critical selling points
are presented via an intauitive,
searchable platform

800+
Partner websites to which
your listing is automatically
syndicated for maximum
digital coverage

ADVERTISING
Our in-house media team has fostered
relationships with key print and digital
publications. Based on your buyer proﬁle,
I’m able to craft an effective, targeted
campaign strategy unique to your listing.

@therealtorjoebuck

EMAIL
MARKETING
Communication plays a critical role in
the swift and successful sale of your
home. Compass pairs well-designed
email design with data-driven
targeting to ensure your listing arrives
in precisely the right hands.

EYE- CATC H IN G D E SIG N
Our crisp, clean aesthetic beautifully f rames your
images and listing details.

I NTELLI G E N T TA RG ET ING
A variety of layouts lends itself to both consumerfacing and broker-facing messaging.

MOB I LE OPT IM IZ AT ION
With so many buyers viewing email on their phone,
our scrolls are designed for both platforms.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

7 M+
Instagram impressions in 2018

We engage brokers and buyers every day across ﬁve dynamic
platforms. With this suite of promotional opportunities,
your home will be spotlighted in a real-time, relatable, and
quantiﬁable way.

2M+
Views on Compass YouTube
channel

1 6 0 K+
Our following across all social
media platforms

U NMATC HE D
RESOURCES
Supported by a dedicated, inhouse social media team, I’m able
to stay on the leading edge of
social media strategy.

ST R AT EGI C
AU D I E NC E S
I have access to an exclusive list
of social media stars, putting
your home in f ront of their
inﬂuential followers.

DYNA MI C
STO RYT E L L I N G
With listing promotion accounting for
75% of our company’s social content, we
highlight our exclusives with a mix of
interior images, press mentions, listing
videos, and client features.

@therealtorjoebuck

DRIVING TRAFFIC
TO YOUR LISTING
We attract prospective buyers to Compass.com, then leverage
their site activity and saved preferences to position your listing
in f ront of the right audience.

Your prospective buyer
decides they’re interested
in purchasing a property.

They arrive on Compass.com
via paid ads on Google or
Facebook, social media, press
coverage, or organically.

Once on the Compass site,
they determine their search
criteria, including price
point, neighborhood, and
desired layout.

We track these browsing
preferences and use them to
form your listing’s buyer proﬁle.

We then deploy digital
listing campaigns, targeting
users based on these
characteristics.
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INTELLIGENT DIGITAL
MARKETING
We can promote your listing on platforms like Facebook and
Instagram, using data and industry experience to showcase your
property to the right people at the right time.

We ﬁnd the most likely
buyers for your property

PRECISE
TARGETING

using exclusive data.

We perform continuous

OPTIMIZED
PERFORMANCE

testing to deliver the most
successful ads.

We track and measure the

IN-DEPTH
ANALYTICS

WHY PAID
ADVERTISING
MATTERS

@therealtorjoebuck

results of every campaign
for continued optimization.

•

Reaches passive buyers

•

Drives more private tour requests

•

Brings more open houase visitors

•

Accelerates the transaction timeline

•

Improves chances of competing offers

•

Can drive a higher purchase price

333 21ST PL ACE

KEY METRICS
70 %

69%

of views came f rom new visitors

of views came f rom Mobile visitors

SO CI AL

FAC E B O O K

was your top trafﬁc source with 33% visitors.

was your top social channel,
with 100% of social trafﬁc.

3,774

1M 4S 1 0 0 %

Total views for your listing

Avg time spent

1 4 0 NEW
VI S I TO R S
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Information believed to be accurate but not warranted. Copyright 2021 Compass. All rights reserved.

VIEWS BY PUBLISHER

@therealtorjoebuck

PROMOTION AND SOCIAL DIGITAL ADS

VIEWS BY CITY
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CONTACT

201 Calle Miramar Suite 29
Redondo Beach CA 90277

JOE BUCK
Broker Associate
310.995.1195
joebuck@compass.com
DRE#: 01995305

@therealtorjoebuck

